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PEGAZUS 30HT 

Technical data: 

Design category: innshore version C8 
Offshore version: B6 /C10 

The offshore version comes in April 2022 

Max engine power: 2x 250 HP, 1x 500HP Max load: 1700 kg 

Engine shaft: 2x XL or 1x XXL Max crew: 8 osób 

Total length/hull length: 9,90 m / 8,90 m Weight of equipped boat: 5290kg 

Fuel tanks: 2x aluminium 300L each  Weight of empty boat: around 4000kg 

Width: 2,99m Minimal draft: 0,60m 
 

 

PEGAZUS 30HT is the newest flagship made by company PEGAZUS. It combines the 

advantages of a fast sportboat with a comfortable houseboat type boat. It is a great 

weekender for your family and friends which will provide you with much fun and a dose of 

adrenaline from fast cruises and water sports.  

Yacht has an aggresive and sports design line, which makes it stand out of other yacht 

on the water. The front hull part is sharp which and cuts waves perfectly. The rest of the hull 

has an unique two step design which creates an air bag under the hull to reduce friction and 

therefore increase speed and reduce fuel consumption. Due to that solution we have 

achieved a great top speed of 80 km/h (43 knots) with installed twin Mercury V8 250 HP. 

What is even more important is that this boat has a great cruising speed of around 60 km/h 

(32 knots) at around 4000-4500 RPM. At this cruising speed the SIMRAD deck computer 

showed us 0,5km/liter of consumed fuel which is a fantastic result of 300km range on full 

tanks.  
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The hull is 2,99m wide, which stabilizes it horizontally. The boat behaves well during more 

rapid manouvers and turns. In the offshore version we have prepered the option to install 

Zipwake 450 Chine trimflaps.  

 

PEGAZUS 30HT is powered with one or two outboard engines of maximum total 500 HP. 

Those who do not seek to cruise fast we had prepared optional installation of smaller 

engines or electric engines. Outboard engines have many advantages – more avaliable space 

inside the boat, easier servicing, quieter work and above all protection of the engiens from 

excessive salt in the engine system. After a nice cruise you can just lift the engines above salt 

water and flush them in harbor with fresh water. 
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Shipyard PEGAZUS is known from its ergonomic usage of each centimeter of avaliable space 

on board. Above outboard engines we had created a big and comfortable sunbed. Additional 

advantage of this solution is further limiting the noises from the engines and additional 

protection for engines during parking in harbor. This sunbed is designed to enable the 

engines to tilt up fully without any lifting or moving of the sunbed. 

 

The rear area fits comfortable side doors and foldable seats that can fit 8 people behind the 

table. 
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If we want to let the rear area to be avaliable for free passage then we just need to fold the 

table to the main storage area and fold the seats. In the deck we have plenty of additional 

lockers to fit all neccesary on-board equipment.  

 

The cockpit area has a classic setup of kitchenette with steering station on the right and a 

table with 4 seats on the left side.  
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The kitchenette fits a sink, 2 stove gas cooker and a large 80 litres fridge with frezer. In the 

cupboards you can fit all the neccesary kitchen utensils. The area to the left was designed for 

4 person lounge with a table. The front seat has a adjustable backrest to enable the 

passengers to ride faced into driving direction.  
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When you fold the adjustable backrest and lower the table the left side of the cockpit turns 

into a comfortable lounge or additional sleeping area. Important aspect of PEGAZUS 30HT is 

that the external rear area may be connected with internal cockpit area by openable window 

and wide segment doors. 

 

The steersman station fits all the neccesary steering equipment and electronics. The SIMRAD 

NSS 12 echosounder provides many crucial information including water depth or engine 

data. The most important engine data are visible on the gauges installed on the right side. 

There i salso a joystick for bow thruster, which turns manouvers in harbor into child’s play. 

Big advantage is the side door exit that give the steersman more free space and the posibility 

to quicky reach side sidewalk to tie a line. It also greatly improves the communication on the 

boat. The cockpit area has great ventilattion due to side window, doors and rooftop hatches. 

Open all of them to feel a chilling breeze during hot day.   

Additionall recreation part is the front sundeck for 2-3 people. We have designed an 

additional cover for it so you don’t have to take this matress out at all. The bow part of the 

boat also fits an anchor locker with electric anchor winch. 
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The area under the deck is lightened by fantastic hull windows. Down the corridor, to the 

right you can find the toilet room, to the left the entrance to the main bedroom. This way of 

designing entrances under the deck enhanced the communication. The under deck area is 

very high and comfortable. Even the guest bedroom is high as for the yachts standards. 

There is also a long lounge by the window with many additional storing spaces. In front of 

the stairs there is a wardrobe to hang clothes. In the final version there i salso an additional 

cupboard under the stairs.  Walls and ceiling are gloss finished and the wooden additions 

bring elegance to this interior.
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Bed in guest bedroom comfortably fits 2-3 people. Both bedroom sides have hull windows. 

 

Bathroom is high and spacious. There is 

an elegant set of cupboards that will fit all 

toilet utensils. Washbasin is installed below 

countertop for best visual and practical effect. 

On the wall you have the 12V/optional 230V 

power connection. There is an optional 

shower on the wall above toilet. On Pegazus 

30HT the standard is an electric water toilet 

with complete waste and macerator system. 
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Main bedroom is the most comfortable sleeping space on PEGAZUS 30HT. Big 2 person bed 

ensures sleeping comfort. In the cabin you can choose from 2 possible LED light modes – 

warm or cold with additional light intensity regulator. Hull windows give a fantastic effect of 

space and the possibility to enjoy the great views while resting in the cabin. To keep the 

privacy there are curtains avaliable. The ceiling of the main bedroom is also partially 

transparent due to a ceiling hatch.
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Complete rear part of PEGAZUS 30HT may be closed with a material cabrio that is attached 

below the rooftop of this boat. After closing this space you can still enjoy your boat during 

any weather. It also provides additional sleeping space (on the sunbed). The cabrio closure is 

designed to withstand full driving speed.  

 

Thank you for interest in our new PEGAZUS 30HT. You are welcome to contact us in order to 

prepare a configuration of your new dream motor yacht.  

Sincerely, 

Jacek Żywalewski 

CEO 

 

biuro@pegazus-boats.pl 

+48 510 146 226 

 

PEGAZUS BOATS Sp. z o.o. 

Ul. Augustowska 55 

16-310 Sztabin 

Polska 

 

 


